BARRY FLEMING TEP
Mr Denis Brennan
Ceremonial Secretary
Ceremonial Secretariat
Cabinet Office
35 Great Smith Street
London, SW1P 3 BQ

11th August 2006

Dear Mr Brennan,
PINGAT JASA MALAYSIA (PJM)
THE ‘MYTHS’
I write again with reference to our Rebuttal (of the 31st January Ministerial
Statement on the PJM) dated 21st June and to the “Summary of Key Points”
attached to my covering letter. The Rebuttal and Summary contain a number of
references to the ‘myths’ employed to deny an unrestricted recommendation for
the PJM.
As highlighted in the Rebuttal, the creation and employment of myths by some
contributors to the HD Committee’s pool of information, is a “long established”
tradition in this faulted process.
In this letter I wish to draw your attention to this article from “Portsmouth
Today” - an article that underlines that the employment of myths is not a new
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device designed to deny ordinary men and women an honourable
acknowledgement for their loyal service.
Several other examples of myths are set out in the Rebuttal and Summary.

I very much hope that this information will be taken into account when
evaluating relevant aspects of the evidence given to the HD Committee.
And I very much hope that you have this information in mind when considering
our case put to you in the Rebuttal and also in our Petition to the Queen.
I look forward to receiving your comments in due course if you wish to respond
but, to save you time and trouble whilst considering our case, an
acknowledgement of safe receipt of this letter would be helpful and sufficient.
Thank you.
With kind regards.
Yours sincerely,

Barry Fleming

Encs:
Extract from “Portsmouth Today” 26 May 2004
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